
 

UseCaseID PW002 
Module Election Worker 
SubModule  
Summary Add New Election Worker to worker database. 

Description Add new election worker record to worker database. 

Precondition User has appropriate security role permissions 
Worker has a valid SSN. 
 

ExpectedResult New record will be created and saved in the worker table.   

DetailedProcessFlow 1. User search for the worker in the Worker module to make sure it is not a duplicate.  
2. User makes selection to search for a worker via the Voter button -look up for record in the 

voter table. 
3. System will search voter database: 

If Multiple results: display list of voters that match criteria 
If single voter result: display voter record 

3. Voter to select voter record. 
4. System to copy voter record and pre populate a poll worker screen with voter information. 
5. User can make some update to record if needed.  User saves record. 
6. System saves the new poll worker record without making any changes on the voter record. 
 

AlternateFlow  
Parent  
Requirements UC-PW002-01 EMS shall validate to make sure no duplicate worker is added. 

UC-PW002-02 EMS shall copy the voter record into the worker table if a match is found. 
UC-PW002-03 Confidential voters should be excluded from this search. 
UC-PW002-04 EMS shall create a new worker record in the worker table and pre populate 

the workers information from the voter record.    
UC-PW002-05 EMS shall allow modification to the new worker record.  
UC-PW002-06 In case an address change is necessary -  
EMS shall validate the new address and auto populate the new precinct if different.  
UC-PW002-07 Voter information will never be updated thru the worker module.  Changes in 

worker profile will remain in the worker table.  
UC-PW002-08 EMS shall require and validate SSN has no duplicate record on worker table.  If 

a SSN is not available, the Supervisor should be required to override and ONLY allow          
“000 00 0000” entry.    

UC-PW002-09 EMS shall auto assign a worker ID. 
UC-PW002-010 Voter’s signature should also be linked or possibly duplicated the worker table.   
UC-PW002-011 Workers signature should be available for viewing in the Workers table.  

RequirementID  
Risk [List of Risk IDs] This feature assures all poll workers are registered voters.  
Actors [Actors that use Use Case] 
Documents [List of documentation name, Link or location] 
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